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Geophysical database services

A general overview of geophysical database 
managed in ELGI

László VÉRTESY*’

The article presents the results of longtime geophysical data management in ELGI. It 
describes the requirements, responsibilities, and outlines the related activities. ELGI is making 
serious efforts by establishing national repositories to improve the publicity of state owned 
geophysical data systems. One of the main cornerstones of a net based data service is the metadata 
system that is being developed in cooperation with international institutions within the framework 
of the GEOMIND and KINGA projects. In the title and later the term of database is used in a broader 
sense, meaning relational databases and digital data repositories.
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1. Tasks of ELGI

As a state financed institute the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute 
of Hungary (ELGI) takes part in solutions of geophysical, geology-related 
tasks of the state. According to the foundation letter of the institute, ELGI 
has a list of tasks which concern the whole country and hardly can be 
fulfilled without well managed databases. The institute not only uses the 
data but also takes part in the managing of geophysical-geological infor
mation service. The responsibility of this task belongs to the Hungarian 
Office for Mining and Geology (MBFH). ELGI by its experiences, tech
nical and knowledge background can be responsible for geophysical data
bases.

Although the range of activities of the Institute is wide, managing data 
systems is one of the most important among them.

The databases are used for:

* The terms of databases in the title and later should mean systems of digital format geophysical data 
** Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute of Hungary, H -l 145 Budapest, Kolumbusz u. 17-23, Hungary
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—mapping the geology of the country,
—providing information through data processing, 
—basic research,
—to ensure the availability of data for the society.

2. Works in ELGI

Main activities:
— Collecting geophysical data (existing archive, and new measurements)
— Quality control
— Data conversion; digitisation, transformation, unification of formats
— Providing metadata
— Harmonising the data systems (content, structure). Fulfil the require

ment of standardisation (see below ISO compliant development)
— Publishing metadata, header data, detailed (measured) data, derived 

information
— Physical and legal safety.
To fulfil these requirements experienced staff is needed. In ELGI 

about 20-25 people work on these tasks.
These traditional databases {TableI) are most wanted by geophysicists 

and geologists. Although the table doesn’t contain all existing geophysical 
data, it demonstrates the wide variety of datasets and the order of magni
tude of data quantity.

Beyond the above listed databases other datasets are under deve
lopment from the network measurements like gravity, magnetic and radio- 
metry, observatory data.

The international practice tells us, that the most frequent request is for 
seismics, geoelectrics and gravity data {Fig. 1). A most recent international 
survey made by the GEOMIND Consortium for user needs, based on 63 
interviewees from private and public companies and organizations of 9 
countries, has confirmed that [BUCCELLATO, L O C A T E L L I2007]. The prac
tice of ELGI shows that the growing demand for seismics can be related to 
increasing energy prices, and Hungarian geological background. The rea
son of negligible demand for geoelectric and electromagnetic data com
pared to international practice is due to the low publicity of these data sets.
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Data Quantity Content

Gravity 387 617 Gravity field data (points)

Magnetics 128 085 Ground magnetic DZ (76812), 
D T(51970) data (points)

Tellurics (ТЕ) 16 509 Survey points

Magnetotellurics (MT) 2 059 Sounding data

Airborne Radiometrics
16 K, eU, eTh, U grid

18 K, eU, eTh, U shape

Airborne Geophysics

3 975 435 Interpolated DT data

41 231 EM, DT, K, cU, eTh, TC

9 Location (polygon)

Geoelectrics-
Electromagnetics

40 356 VES soundings

5 186 ТЕМ soundings

Seismics

639 Location and processed profile

231 Profile

1 035 File

Litospheric Data
297 Seismic profile data

164 RMS velocity data (number of profiles)

Well-logging

891 Well-logging dataset (digital) / (number 
of boreholes)

8 479 Well-logging data (analogue) / (number 
of boreholes)

Engineering Geophysical 
Data

539 Cone Penetration Test complete dataset 
(digital form)

1 144 Cone Penetration Test location data (digi
tal)

Geothermics

4 666 Temperature and heat flow data from 
boreholes (MBFH/MGSZ)

605 Temperature and heat flow data from 
boreholes (barren HC-boreholes)

Radiometrics 363 Spectrum

Table I. Official databases of ELGI [KISS et al. 2007]
I. táblázat. Az ELGI hivatalos adatbázisai [KISS et al. 2007]
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What type of geophysical m e th o d * do you usually use (mulrtiple answers were allowed)?

Seismic Gravity GPR Űeetromagnebcs Magnetornetry R adómétry Geoelectncs Other

Fig. 1. T he u se rs ' needs by  m ethods [BUCCELLATO, LOCATELLI 2007]

1. ábra. A  fe lh aszn á ló k  igényei m ó d szerek  sze rin t [BUCCELLATO, LOCATELLI 2007]

The spatial coverage of data is highly method specific (Fig. 2). Seis
mic lines are mainly concentrated in deep basins, in the area of hydrocar
bon prospecting. Most of the shallow geoelectric surveys are concentrated 
in western Hungary for historical reason. The gravity and magnetic basic 
datasets cover the country in a more or less even grid.

2.1. Data collecting

According to the mining regulations all geological data derived from 
geological exploration must be reported to the authority. So the regulation 
creates the legal basis that the once archived data won’t be lost, they will be 
collected.

It is highly desired that the new survey data, coming from industry or 
contractor companies would be built in, into a uniform national data sys
tem. The growing demand for natural values, like ores, fresh water, energy 
sources generates the increase of geophysical data quantity as well. It 
means that we can expect an increasing quantity of new data.



Fig. 2. Completeness of digital geophysical datasets handled in ELGI 
2. ábra. Az ELGI kezelésében lévő digitális geofizikai adatbázisok készenléti fokai
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2.2 Quality control

Quality control of the data systems ensure that products or services 
meet customer requirements. On the gravity database a general quality con
trol process has been performed. As a result outliers, duplicated points 
have been filtered out and the completeness was also checked. In the case 
of other databases, similar and methodspecifíc quality controll has to be 
done in the future.

2.3. Data conversion

In the last 10 years a series of databases were converted into digital 
format. This was a basic concept. The analogue format is not acceptable in 
most cases. Present data availability is the result of more than 10 year’s 
work. Source data arrive from different companies and institutions. Files 
are archived on different media, spreadsheets or maps. To build databases 
digitisation is needed. This really time and manpower consuming activity 
was done for magnetics, gravity, airborne geophysics, tellurics. In other 
cases like geoelectrics, it is soon coming to an end. In some cases the work 
has only been started. Even the digitally available borehole data needs con
version, to have a digital dataset ready for quality control and database 
manipulations.

The estimations below show the completeness of conversion of data
sets owned or handled by ELGI. Different data types means different ratio 
of digitised data (Table II.).

Method Completeness [%]

Vertical Electric Sounding (VÉS) 90

Magnetotelluric Sounding (MT) 90

Gravity 99

Airborne geophysics 90

Seismics under processing

Table II. Completeness of digital geophysical datasets handled in ELGI 
II. táblázat. Az ELGI által kezelt digitális geofizikai adatbázisok készenléti foka
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2.4. Providing metadata

Getting information on data in a very short time in the epoch of internet 
and search engines is an obvious demand. The net technology in the 21st 
century (see Google) has raised the level of information distribution fairly 
high. The volume of available or potentially available digital content is 
enormous. Answers to questions, like What? Where? and What for?  are es
sential. To give more information on data sets we had to increase dramati
cally the amount of descriptive information, improve the so called meta
data system.

We are in the implementation phase. These are in the focus of ELGI ac
tivity on database management. ELGI spent more 150 man-month work 
load for that and the next task. The results can be followed on the website: 
http://www.kingaelgi.hu.

2.5. Harmonising the data systems (on national and international level)

The right solution of metadata improvement was to do it by following 
international standards. At the moment organisations from 7 countries are 
working on the installation of the common metadata concept that should be 
ISO conform. The transparency and the flexibility is an elementary interest 
of geology related part of the society. Beside professional point of view, to 
make the possibility of the free (crossborder) information stream is a politi
cal issue as well. Several EU directives deal with the topics, like Aarhaus 
Convention 1998 to make environmental information available to the pub
lic (Implemented into Hungarian legalization by Act LXXXI. of 2001) and 
INSPIRE Directive (Directive of EC establishing an Infrastructure for Spa
tial Information in the European Community). The GEOMIND EC sup
ported project was launched to realize these goals. It is a part of eCon- 
tewtplus program of 6th Framework Programme of the European Union 
with a start date of Sept 2006 and end date of Sept 2008.

On the website of the project (Fig. 3) more information is available.

2.6. Publishing metadata, header data, detailed (measured) data

Perhaps this is the most visible task of ELGI’s activity related to data
base management. Through this task ELGI takes part in solving national 
and EU legalisation derived tasks of the state.

http://www.kingaelgi.hu
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Howto
Partners
News

Access to metadata

Metadata Seatch 
Multinnguat thesaurus 
Parameter Catalogue 
Upload Statistics

Geophysical Multilingual Internet-Driven 
Information Center

Various geophysical databases exist in 
European countries, doth in public and private 
organisations They are dispersed and have 
various standards and languages applied Thus 
tneir usefulness and availability are limited, 
although geophysical Information may be very 
effectively applied, processed and interpreted 
for a wide variety of purposes exploration for 
mineral resources and groundwater, studying 
environmental features for spatial planning,

ВаМлния.

How to Registration Partners
Here you will be able to find various 
documents, containing information 
on using the Geomind portal and 
other protect related software. We 
hope that the content of this page 
will help you to get better 
understanding of how things work 
and will be a good guide for 
accomplishing your tasks The 
amount of Information should 
Increase rapidly to suit eveiyone's

To access the portal features 
(translate the content, become 
metadata provider, upload 
metadata, etc ) you will first have 
to register on the GeoMind portal 
To perform this action please 
click the "registration" button

GeoMind protect is driven by 
GeoMind consortium which 
consists of 12 partners from 9 
different European countries By 
pressing the "read more” link below 
you will be able to know more about

Fig. 3. Front page of the working portal o f GEOMIND project, www.GEOMIND.eu 
3. ábra. A www.GEOMIND.eu, GEOMIND projekt munkahonlapjának nyitóoldala

http://www.GEOMIND.eu
http://www.GEOMIND.eu
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Main results are:
Published geophysical maps. The Bouguer Anomaly Map, Magnetic 

AZ Anomaly map, Telluric Conductance maps in scale of 1:500 000 are 
available in the library of ELGI and on the we website as well: 

http://www.elgi.hu/newwww/index.php?akt_menu=513.
Constructing maps in scale 1:100 000 of 10 parameters by map sheets is an 
ongoing project. The project named KINGA is supported by GVOP 4.2.2 
programme. Up to now 126 maps have been constructed. The maps are 
available on the server of ELGI.

To give information on location o f geophysical data is the most import
ant task. At the moment location information is available on website of 
ELGI in similar format to Fig. 3. The location data are not complete. It con
tains only data sets created between 1993-2007:

http://www.elgi.hu/newwww/index.php?akUmenu=345.
Interactive sarching is possible on http://www.kingaelgi.hu.

Data providing service for the request of Hungarian Office for Mining 
and Geology (MBFH) is an every day task. Most of the data handled by 
ELGI is freely accessible to the public. The request should be addressed to 
MBFH (www.mbfh.hu).

2.8. Physical and legal safety

The intact condition of digital databases is warranted by a regulated ar
chiving system. All data files are archived to CD media, twice a year. For 
temporal backup in most cases streamers and raidO mirror data storage sys
tems are used. The use of data is strictly regulated.

There are nominated responsible administrators. All data movement is 
registered by the administrators. These processes ensure the authenticity of 
data service.
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Geofizikai adatbázisok az ELGI-ben

VÉRTESY László

A cikk bemutatja az ELGI geofizikai adatrendszerek menedzselése területén végzett hosszú 
távú tevékenységét, az állami adatszolgáltatással kapcsolatos kötelezettségeit, a felhasználói elvá
rásokat. Az intézet komoly erőfeszítéseket tesz az állami adatok nyilvános elérhetőségének javítása 
érdekében. Az internetes adatszolgáltatás egyik fontos pillére a metaadat rendszer, melynek fejlesz
tése nemzetközi együttműködésben, a GEOMIND és KINGA projektek keretében történik. A 
címben használt adatbázis kifejezés a szó tágabb jelentésében értendő, amely a relációs adat
bázisokat és egyéb digitális adatrendszereket is magába foglalja.


